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In the vein of the hit television show Battlestar Galactica comes Earth Strike—the first book in the action-packed Star
Carrier science fiction series by Ian Douglas, author of the popular Inheritance, Heritage, and Legacy Trilogies and one of
the most adept writers of military sf working today. Earth Strike rockets readers into a vast and deadly intergalactic battle,
as humankind attempts to bring down an evil empire and establish itself as the new major power. Fans of Robert
Heinlein’s Starship Troopers and Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War, welcome aboard the Star Carrier!
Declan MacKenzie has loved the same woman for as long as he can remember, but after a mission early on in his career
turns deadly, he realizes he can never have a wife or family and keep them safe. So he watches her marry another man.
Sophia Huxley has no one she can call to prove her innocence. Except the man who broke her heart.
Dorothy West is best known as one of the youngest writers involved in the Harlem Renaissance. Subsequently, her work
is read as a product of the urban aesthetics of this artistic movement. But West was also intimately rooted in a very
different milieu—Oak Bluffs, an exclusive retreat for African Americans on Martha’s Vineyard. She played an integral role
in the development and preservation of that community. In the years between publishing her two novels, 1948’s The
Living is Easy and the 1995 bestseller The Wedding, she worked as a columnist for the Vineyard Gazette. Dorothy
West’s Paradise captures the scope of the author’s long life and career, reading it alongside the unique cultural
geography of Oak Bluffs and its history as an elite African American enclave—a place that West envisioned both as a
separatist refuge and as a space for interracial contact. An essential book for both fans of West’s fiction and students of
race, class, and American women’s lives, Dorothy West’s Paradise offers an intimate biography of an important author
and a privileged glimpse into the society that shaped her work.
Illustrated instructions on using wire, beads, crystals, precious metal clay, cabochons, rivets, and other materials to
create unique jewelry. Includes 15 projects for making beautiful necklaces, bracelets, rings, pins, and earrings. Expert
instruction from master jeweler Carolyn Yohn McManus.
The 1998 arrest of General Augusto Pinochet in London and subsequent extradition proceedings sent an electrifying
wave through the international community. This legal precedent for bringing a former head of state to trial outside his
home country signaled that neither the immunity of a former head of state nor legal amnesties at home could shield
participants in the crimes of military governments. It also allowed victims of torture and crimes against humanity to hope
that their tormentors might be brought to justice. In this meticulously researched volume, Naomi Roht-Arriaza examines
the implications of the litigation against members of the Chilean and Argentine military governments and traces their
effects through similar cases in Latin American and Europe. Roht-Arriaza discusses the difficulties in bringing violators of
human rights to justice at home, and considers the role of transitional justice in transnational prosecutions and
investigations in the national courts of countries other than those where the crimes took place. She traces the roots of the
landmark Pinochet case and follows its development and those of related cases, through Spain, the United Kingdom,
elsewhere in Europe, and then through Chile, Argentina, Mexico, and the United States. She situates these transnational
cases within the context of an emergent International Criminal Court, as well as the effectiveness of international law and
of the lawyers, judges, and activists working together across continents to make a new legal paradigm a reality.
Interviews and observations help to contextualize and dramatize these compelling cases. These cases have tremendous
ramifications for the prospect of universal jurisdiction and will continue to resonate for years to come. Roht-Arriaza's deft
navigation of these complicated legal proceedings elucidates the paradigm shift underlying this prosecution as well as the
traction gained by advocacy networks promoting universal jurisdiction in recent decades.
Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant: Guide to Financial Freedom by Robert T. Kiyosaki - Book Summary - Readtrepreneur
(Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book, but an unofficial summary.) You don't have to work 24/7 to have the income
you desire, you just need to comprehend the money game and Kiyosaki is here to give you a hand. You will find that in
Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant many of the questions you had about the finances will be replied. On top of answering
many inquiries you might have about becoming financially free and successful, you'll also learn how to get rid of the fear
of "job security" and start taking chances to earn figures that you never thought you'd gain. (Note: This summary is wholly
written and published by Readtrepreneur. It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "You will never know true
freedom until you achieve financial freedom." - Chris Matthews If you think that because you spend years in school you
have your future in the bag, then you are doomed. There are many things you need to learn about the professional world
to be successful not just what you learnt in school. If you want to strive for more then you have to spend more time
learning and Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant will deliver the knowledge, you put in the effort. Robert Kiyosaki stresses
that this book will provoke a significant change in your life if you master the concepts taught. P.S. Rich Dad's Cashflow
Quadrant is a extremely useful book to learn the necessary the concepts you're missing to grab life by the horns and
become successful. The Time for Thinking is Over! Time for Action! Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with
1-Click" Button to Grab your Copy Right Away! Why Choose Us, Readtrepreneur? ? Highest Quality Summaries ?
Delivers Amazing Knowledge ? Awesome Refresher ? Clear And Concise Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for
a great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book.
To look at a still life by twentieth century artist Otis Kaye is to enter a world of filled with minute details. Seduced by the
painting's semblance reality, its beckoning illusionism, the viewer moves in to examine object after object, scrap after
scrap, discovering clues, texts, and felicitous arrangements that portray pithy morals and bitter truths. This catalogue, the
definitive study of Kaye, delves into the intricate details and mysteries of his life and works. This book will be appreciated
by art historians, art aficionados, educators, and anyone who seeks to learn more about trompe l'oeil and this fascinating
artist.
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An accessible explanation of climate change summarizes its science while sharing insights into its implications for the future, answering key
questions from the role of fossil fuels to the economic costs of reducing carbon emissions.
Examines how language shapes and is shaped by our identity.
Felix fears what will become of the brandee lamp stolen by the evil Rhino and so sets out on a dangerous quest where his wit and courage is
put to the test in his attempts to save two worlds from pending annihilation.
Walter Kerr said she was the epitome of stardom. In 1977 President Gerald Ford hailed her 'excellence of achievement' and in 1986 Ronald
Reagan awarded her the National Medal of the Arts. She was selected by nationally known director Lee Strasberg as a 'vivid example of what
American actors are capable of' and rivaled Helen Hayes for the crown of First Lady of American Theatre. Yet very little has been published
about Eva La Gallienne despite her many great accomplishments as an actress and as the founding and maintaining force behind the first
civic repertory theatre in the United States. Shattered Applause makes the first major contribution toward the correction of this oversight. This
book looks at not only her public but also her private life, examining her lesbianism and how it played a part in the struggles, defeats, and
triumphs that combined to inspire her greatness.
Summary of How to Change Your Mind: What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us About Consciousness, Dying, Addiction,
Depression, and Transcendence By Michael Pollan - Book Summary - OneHour Reads In the book "How To Change Your Mind," Michael
Pollan traces the eventful history of psychedelics, from Hofmann's first encounter with LSD to the first surge of research into the field, to the
widespread abuse and misuse followed by a federal government ban, and the recent resurrection of psychedelic research. Psychedelics are
probably the world's most controversial class of drugs and in this book, he narrates how they got their reputation. Pollan is careful to correct
the popular conclusion that Timothy Leary was the beginning and end of psychedelics. The author's depth of research is obvious as he
chronicles the lives and contributions of scientists, therapists, religious leaders, and countless others who have a place in the psychedelics
story. This book contains a comprehensive, well detailed summary and key takeaways of the original book by Michael Pollan It summarizes
the book in detail, to help people effectively understand, articulate and imbibe the original work by Pollan. This book is not meant to replace
the original book but to serve as a companion to it Contained is an Executive Summary of the original book Key Points of each chapter and
Brief chapter-by-chapter summaries To get this book, Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Download your Copy
Right Away! Enjoy this edition instantly on your Kindle device! Now available in paperback and digital editions. Disclaimer: This is a summary,
review of the book "How To Change Your Mind" and not the original book.
Evidence-based practice depends on well-designed, well-executed research. Now in its second edition, this highly respected guide to
dietetics research has been written and edited by the foremost experts in the field. As a guide, this book is invaluable to new and experienced
researchers alike. As a reference, Research: Successful Approaches provides practical observations that will make research accessible to all
readers.
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original. This allows us to preserve
the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are generally quite old, there may occasionally
be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again for future generations to enjoy!
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN GENERAL CHEMISTRY FEATURING MEASURENET is the first self-directed laboratory manual to
incorporate experiments conducted with MeasureNet -- an innovative, network data collection system that introduces students to "real world"
chemistry. With the new use of MeasureNet, experiments are more precise, only requiring small quantities of chemicals, making the lab safer
and environmentally friendly. This laboratory manual is designed to first prepare students for the laboratory setting through conceptual and
technique experiments. Students then work to solve a multi-component question, utilizing what they learned in previous experiments.
Through this approach, and with the help of MeasureNet's modern electronic data collection, analysis, and reduction, students truly prepare
themselves for conducting chemistry in a professional setting!
Korean: A Comprehensive Grammar is a reference to Korean grammar, and presents a thorough overview of the language, concentrating on
the real patterns of use in modern Korean. The book moves from the alphabet and pronunciation through morphology and word classes to a
detailed analysis of sentence structures and semantic features such as aspect, tense, speech styles and negation. Updated and revised, this
new edition includes lively descriptions of Korean grammar, taking into account the latest research in Korean linguistics. More lowerfrequency grammar patterns have been added, and extra examples have been included throughout the text. The unrivalled depth and range
of this updated edition of Korean: A Comprehensive Grammar makes it an essential reference source on the Korean language.
Why do all cultures, distant and diverse, have similar tales of dragons? Universal wisdom confirms dragons have interacted with people since
time immemorial—they call to us, pique our curiosity, and arouse our fears. These mystical beasts are real and their power, their influence,
and especially their magick can be captured. Building upon rituals and drawing on their energy, learn to befriend these inspirational creatures
and become partners with them on a spiritual journey. Move with them, learn from them, dance in perfect human/dragon syncopation. Praise:
"A unique, one-of-a-kind tome and a welcome addition to the growing body of metaphysical lore."—Midwest Book Review "A personal
devotion and an academic work of the highest order."—The Dragon Chronicle (UK) "Dragon-lovers everywhere will like this book."—Prediction
DIANA PALMER COLLECTED BOOKS 1-6 New York Times bestselling author Diana Palmer brings you six dangerous, ruthless men - and
the women who can tame them...
Dare to Make a Difference - Success 101 For Teens is rich and full of history. Saturated with stories of high achievers who have daringly
blazed the trails of success. Their chronicles are arranged buffet style, with something for everyone. Some accounts are short, funny, witty,
thrilling, long, dramatic, daring, and to the point. Most of all they lend support to anyone bent on success.
Peterson's Master the Special Agent Exam: Diagnosing Strengths and Weaknesses contains a diagnostic test designed to help test takers
determine their strengths and weaknesses on the verbal reasoning/logical reasoning, quantitative reasoning/arithmetic reasoning, and
problems for investigation questions they will encounter on their special agent exam. The diagnostic test covers reasoning problems ranging
from straight forward arithmetic to reading interpretation questions. Peterson's Master the Special Agent Exam will prepare readers for a
career serving their community and helping others. For more information see Peterson's Master the Special Agent Exam.
*Includes pictures *Includes descriptions of the routes and the goods traded *Includes online resources, footnotes, and a bibliography for
further reading "Sometimes a journey arises out of hope and instinct, the heady conviction, as your finger travels along the map: Yes, here
and here... and here. These are the nerve-ends of the world..." - Colin Thubron The story of the Silk Road has been a popular topic among
tourists, academics, economists, state parties, and daydreaming children for many centuries. In many ways the Silk Road can be seen
everywhere, and it has existed for as long as people have traveled across Eurasia. Its impact is widely felt among the diverse peoples that
live on the continent, through the unique regional art and architectural styles, as well as in countless films, books, academic studies, and
organized tours devoted to the ancient trade routes. At the same time, however, the Silk Road is an entirely abstract invention, first coined by
the 19th century German geographer Ferdinand von Richthofen. There has never existed a single route - let alone a road - that was used to
transfer goods, nor was silk the primary commodity traded across Eurasia. Instead, the Silk Road is more a multi-layered narrative about the
rise and fall of nomadic confederations and sedentary societies, the consolidation and dissolution of kingdoms and empires, the exchange of
commodities and fine crafts, and the transfer and mixture of ideas, religions, technology, science, art, architecture, myths and legends. It is a
story that is relevant for the present-day countries through which this exchange once took place, as they lay claim to the artifacts, heritage
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sites, and symbolic meaning of the Silk Road for political and economic purposes and to build their national identity. For these reasons, the
Silk Road can be viewed not as a clearly demarcated thing with a linear history, but a set of attitudes and relationships with the past by
particular people at a particular time for particular reasons. Certain parts of the Silk Road's past are better studied and known, according to
modern society's current principles of value and knowledge, but there is so much that remains to be discovered, either buried in the sands of
the area, in a dusty museum warehouse, or hidden in a long-forgotten archive. Regardless, no matter how much new information is
discovered, the Silk Road still manages manage to conjure up romantic images of legendary figures, great networks of trade routes, and the
human spirit of exploration into the unknown. The Silk Road: The History and Legacy of the Trade Routes that Connected Europe and Asia
examines the crucial trade links between the East and West, and the important cultural effects it had over the centuries. Along with pictures of
important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Silk Road like never before, in no time at all.

Profiles the fearless, resourceful female leaders of the civil rights movement, including Ida Wells, who led the protest
against lynching, and Jo Ann Robinson, who helped launch the Montgomery bus boycott.
Oscar Paget, Duke of Rothborn, is a Corinthian to his marrow. Sport is in his blood, no matter the variety. Winning is all
he cares about.The handsome young duke has no desire for a wife to impede his exiting lifestyle and though engaged to
the beautiful Lady Pearl Aldous since infancy, he keeps putting off the big day.Little does he know Pearl's tomboyish
younger sister, Ella, has been in love with him her whole life.When Ella does something reckless to save Oscar from
losing a bet to a man he despises, they are caught in a compromising situation. The only way to save her reputation is to
marry her instead of Pearl. To Oscar, Ella can never be more than a friend. He considers her as a little sister, not a wife,
and he knows there can be nothing more than a marriage of convenience between them. Ella knows nothing of the sort.
All she must do now ... is prove it.***NOTE: This book and series contains mild swearing and mildly graphic and
descriptive sex scenes - NOT erotica***
You are one of seven billion people on Earth. Whatever you or I do personally—eat tofu in a Hummer or hamburgers in a
Prius—the planet doesn't notice. In our confrontation with climate change, species preservation, and a planet going off the
cliff, it is what several billion people do that makes a difference. The solution? It isn't science, politics, or activism. It's
smarter economics. The hope of mankind, and indeed of every living thing on the planet, is now in the hands of the
dismal science. Fortunately, we've been there before. Economists helped crack the acid rain problem in the 1990's
(admittedly with a strong assist from a phalanx of lawyers and activists). Economists have helped get lead out of our gas,
and they can explain why lobsters haven't disappeared off the coast of New England but tuna is on the verge of
extinction. More disquietingly, they can take the lessons of the financial crisis and model with greater accuracy than
anyone else the likelihood of environmental catastrophe, and they can help save us from global warming, if only we let
them.
Internet 2.0 (previously called the Internet of Things) presents a tantalizing vision of bridging the cyber and physical
worlds to forge a seamless planet-wide infrastructure in which cyber resources and physical objects can interact without
human intervention. The technology needed to build the infrastructure already exists. However, more than a d
Text Completion & Sentence Equivalence GRE Strategy Guide provides a comprehensive approach to the vocabularybased questions on the GRE. Learn core principles and useful techniques for taking cues from the given sentence,
anticipating correct answers, and eliminating wrong answers. Delving deeply into both of the GRE's vocabulary question
types, this Guide provides straightforward step-by-step processes, detailed examples, and built-in exercises to hone
particular skills. It is designed to ensure that, not only do you know the vocabulary being tested, but you can also use
those words in context with ease and efficiency.
The first book of The Crucible, an exciting historical fantasy from the author of the popular Axis triology.
The only NIV Bible specifically for teen guys ages 13-16 • for every guy who wants to live a revolutionary life • includes
over 650 unique, hard-hitting notes and articles • cool companion website "Excellent for Homeschool Use"
When Sister Bear loses her tooth, she is excited to receive a quarter from the Tooth Fairy, but she is later upset to learn that her
best friend Lizzy Bruin received a whole dollar when she lost her tooth.
The moving story of a woman learning to let go of the past in order to move forward with her own future, from the author of Fierce
Kingdom. When Ren was twelve years old, she lost her older brother to a car accident. For twenty-five years he’s been a
presence in her life, appearing with a song or a reflection in the moonlight. Her connection to the ghosts around her has made her
especially sensitive as an archaeologist, understanding the bare outline of our ancestors, recreating lives and stories, and
breathing life into those who occupied this world long before us. On the cusp of the most important find of her career, it is the
ghosts who are guiding her way. But what they have to tell Ren about herself, and her developing relationship with the first man to
really know her since her brother’s death, is unexpected—a discovery about the relationship between the past and the future, and
the importance of living in the moment.
Lose up to 14 Lbs in 21 days! The Breakthrough Diet That Gets Real-Life Results—Fast Frustrated by trendy low-fat, low-carb diets
that leave you feeling hungry without losing or keeping off any weight? It's not your fault! The latest medical research shows that
balanced hormones are the key to weight loss. In fact, those hard-to-maintain diet fads wreak havoc on your hormones, which is
why the weight comes back the moment you stop. Dr. Michael Aziz is board-certified in internal medicine and knows that the
ultimate key to good health is a diet that can be maintained in the real world. In The Perfect 10 Diet, he shares his revolutionary
discovery: how to create the perfect balance between the 10 key hormones that control health and weight, so that you can finally:
• Melt away the pounds without going hungry • Revitalize your health • Reverse the aging process and look younger at any age
Featuring over 70 delicious, heart-healthy and easy-to-follow recipes for the foods you crave (like Garlic-Cheese Stuffed
Mushrooms and Pistachio Dark Chocolate) but never thought you could have, this book will teach you how to eat what you want
and still lose the weight! Join the Perfect 10 diet community online at www.perfect10diet.com or on Facebook.com/perfect10diet or
on Twitter #Perfect10diet or follow @perfect10diet! Below are a few of the real people whose lives have been changed through
The Perfect 10 Diet. "I went from a size 24 to a 6, and I love it!" -Nancy A. "I have lost seventy pounds on The Perfect 10 Diet in
sixteen months and my fasting insulin level has dropped from 40 to 4. The Perfect 10 Diet allows me to eat more fat from butter,
coconut, and avocados, which I avoided for years believing they were bad for my cholesterol. Who could ask for anything more?
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Nothing tastes as good as thin feels." -Julie "Eat anywhere, eat healthy meals, and enjoy the food I love? How easy is that?"
-Carol Z. "At age 50, I feel like I'm 20 again." -Ted S.
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